DIRECTING YOUR WORKFORCE

TASK MANAGEMENT
üOrder Fulfillment
üInventory Replenishment
üDirected Putaway
üConsolidate Inventory
üPicking (Wave, Directed, Distributed)
üCycle Counting

Control and Monitor the Release & Allocation of
Warehouse Activities
Radley’s Task Management solution takes dynamic, multi-step tasks and consolidates them into
a single work flow for assignment to warehouse staff, helping to achieve the maximum efficiency
during the work day. It also controls the interleaving of tasks; allowing workers to complete
replenishments, put-aways and picks in a logical sequence, simultaneously. Tasks can be generated manually, by floor personnel, by a worker from their mobile device or automatically by Radley
based on real-time communications to your ERP and business logic.
Built on our x/DC4 technology, the software is highly scalable, flexible and benchmarked for
optimum transaction processing. Integration to your business system is simple and easy so you
benefit from the full functionality of a WMS system without costly customizations to your ERP. With
an intuitive user interface; it can be utilized at a work station or installed directly on a mobile handheld computer so tasks may be pushed immediately to workers, wherever they are on the floor or
in your facility.

Streamline your Warehouse Activities to Boost Productivity
BEFORE

AFTER

Based on Your Business Logic
Rather than simply automating an inefficient process, re-engineer your business processes and configure
Radley Task Management to your specific requirements, not an ERP’s menu structure. Define tasks based
on workers location, status and capabilities while creating tasks based on priority, security level, work
zones, equipment requirements and more. Tasks are efficiently combined and sequenced to reduce wait
and wasted time. Data is validated, notifications and error alerts generated and, if necessary, tasks escalated, all while updating real-time to your ERP or Business System.

Task Leveling
Radley Task Management lets you not only track completed or assigned tasks, but also monitor and manage workload distribution. Gauge employee efficiency through measurements including task type, elapsed
time per task, task per employee/hour/shift/day and more. Maximize on your resources’ time with immediate and relevant information to meet changing demands, customer service targets and load requirements.

Monitor
The ability to see labor data in real-time is crucial to making accurate business decisions. Take advantage
of metrics reporting included with Radley Task Management: Event Status, Inventory Levels, Kanban, Transaction Completes, Shipments, and Cycle Counts. Reports include the ability to export, publish, analyze and
share your data to PDF, Excel and Word documents, keeping you and your team informed of valuable KPIs.

Create tasks based on priority,
security level, work zones,
equipment requirements, and more.
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üEliminate Non-Productive Activities
üManage Labor Costs
üGrow Business without Adding Labor
üEliminate Manual Efforts
üMeasure Productivity
üReduce Wait & Wasted Time
üAutomate the Flow of Information
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